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ABSTRACT Self-templated protein aggregation and intracerebral deposi-

tion of aggregates, sometimes in the form of amyloid ﬁbrils, is a hallmark of
mammalian prion diseases. What distinguishes amyloid ﬁbrils formed by prions
from those formed by other proteins is not clear. On the basis of previous studies
on yeast prions that correlated high intrinsic fragmentation rates of ﬁbrils with
prion propagation eﬃciency, it has been hypothesized that the nanomechanical
properties of prion amyloid such as strength and elastic modulus may be the distinguishing feature. Here, we reveal that ﬁbrils formed by mammalian
prions are relatively soft and clearly in a diﬀerent class of rigidities when compared to nanoﬁbrils formed by nonprions. We found that amyloid ﬁbrils made
of both wild-type and mutant mouse recombinant PrP(23-231) have remarkably low axial elastic moduli of 0.11.4 GPa. We demonstrate that even the
proteinase K resistant core of these ﬁbrils has similarly low intrinsic rigidities. Using a new mode of atomic force microscopy called AM-FM mode, we
estimated the radial modulus of PrP ﬁbrils at ∼0.6 GPa, consistent with the axial moduli derived by using an ensemble method. Our results have farreaching implications for the understanding of protein-based infectivity and the design of amyloid biomaterials.
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M

ammalian prions are infectious
proteinaceous agents that can
cause transmissible encephalopathies such as Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease in
humans and mad cow disease in cattle.1
Fundamental to these diseases is the conversion of an initially soluble, globular prion
protein (PrPC) into a misfolded form (PrPSc)
that aggregates.2 Prion-like replication of
protein aggregates has also been found in
yeast.3 Like mammalian prions, yeast prions
propagate in a polymerization process that
is catalyzed by the aggregate state, i.e., the
misfolded and aggregated isoform of the
prion catalyzes the conversion of the soluble isoform. Common to all forms of prions
is the ability to form highly ordered protein aggregates, so-called amyloid ﬁbrils.
Several neurodegenerative diseases, including Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, or Huntington's
disease, are also associated with the presence of amyloid ﬁbrils in the brain of
patients. However, whether these protein
aggregates can also spread via a prion-like
LAMOUR ET AL.

mechanism is highly controversial.47
Hence, what diﬀerentiates amyloids formed
by bona fide prions from amyloids formed
by other proteins is not well understood.
Recent studies indicate that nanomechanics may play an important role not only in
the conversion process of soluble proteins
into their ﬁbrillar state, but especially in
the key characteristics of prions: their
transmissibility.8,9 Amyloid ﬁbrils are highly
sensitive to local thermal ﬂuctuations in
liquid medium, which cause them to undergo bending along their longitudinal axis.
When ﬁbrils have low mechanical strength
and grow very long, spontaneous fragmentation through these thermal ﬂuctuations becomes more likely.1012 Most importantly, fragmentation creates free ends
that have high seeding potential; i.e., soluble monomers can add to the free ﬁbril
ends. This mechanism may be very important for prions, which normally have a very
low rate of spontaneous de novo generation
of ﬁbrils, and therefore, fragmentation may
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Figure 1. Morphological characteristics of prion nanoﬁbrils. (a) Electron microscopy images of ﬁbrils used to determine ﬁbril
widths. Nanoﬁbrils exhibit ribbon morphology, including what appears to be single ﬁlaments (FV2A sample). In both wildtype samples, a ﬁbril twist is apparent. (b) Normalized distribution of ﬁbril widths. (c) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images
used to measure ﬁbril heights. (d) Normalized distribution of ﬁbril heights. Uncertainties related to heights and widths
distributions can be found in the Supporting Information, Table S3. (e) Contours of ﬁbrils imaged by AFM, where initial
tangents were aligned to facilitate visualization.

provide enough new conversion and growth sites for
prion propagation. Indeed, amyloid ﬁbrils formed by
the yeast prion Sup35 that have a low mechanical
strength and a high intrinsic fragmentation rate have
been shown to propagate most eﬀectively as prions.8
Interestingly, an inverse correlation has also been
found between the thermodynamic stability of amyloid ﬁbrils formed by recombinant PrP and the time
before disease develops (incubation time).13
In this context, it appears mandatory to improve
our understanding of the nanomechanics of amyloid
ﬁbrils, even more so as increasing eﬀorts are made to
use amyloids in designed biomaterials. Atomic force
microscopy (AFM) is a tool that is particularly suited for
this endeavor. Indeed, AFM has recently been used
in a large number of studies that had as a focus the
characterization of various aspects of amyloid properties, not only their nanomechanics. The nucleation
process of amyloid formation,14,15 ﬁlament and ﬁbril
assembly, and the topological characteristics and diversity of ﬁbrils as a function of time and conditions1619
have successfully been investigated with the help of
AFM. The nanomechanics have been investigated by
diﬀerent approaches, for instance by the AFM-based
unzipping of functional amyloids20 or the analysis of
LAMOUR ET AL.

AFM images of amyloid ﬁbrils. The latter studies used
statistical analysis of ﬁbril bending to derive mechanical properties of ﬁbrils formed by various proteins and
peptides.2123 These studies demonstrated that mature
nanoﬁbrils have axial moduli between 2 and 14 GPa.
However, the nanomechanical properties of ﬁbrils
formed by PrP are not known. Here, we reveal that
mature ﬁbrillar cores formed by wild-type and mutant
PrP are very distinct from amyloid ﬁbrils formed by
other nonprion proteins, as they have rather low
intrinsic stiﬀness characterized by axial elastic moduli
of 0.11.4 GPa. Our ﬁndings provide strong support for
the hypothesis that high intrinsic ﬂexibility is a key
hallmark of nanoﬁbrils formed by prions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fibril Morphologies. We generated and analyzed
amyloid fibrils of wild-type (W) mouse prion protein
PrP23-231 as well as three mutants: P102L (L), S170NN174T (NT), and L108F-T189V (FV). P102L is a mutation
associated with the GerstmannSträusslerScheinker
(GSS) phenotype, a familial form of Creutzfeldt-Jacob
disease,24 S170N and N174T were shown to cause
transmissible de novo prion disease in transgenic
mice,25 and the L108F and T189V polymorphisms have
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a strong impact on incubation time.26 Moreover, these
mutations are located within as well as outside the
β-sheet-rich core (residues ∼160220) of fibrils
formed by recombinant PrP (see Supporting Information Note S1).27,28 Fibrils were grown in three different
buffers,13,29 as well as at different initial concentration,
with or without seeds, and at different speeds and
durations of shaking. Details of these experimental
settings can be found in the Supporting Information,
Table S1. The amyloid nature of the mature nanofibrils
that we made was confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy (see
Table S2, Figure S1, and Note S2 in the Supporting
Information).
We analyzed morphological characteristics of the
ﬁbrils by electron microscopy (EM; Figure 1a) to measure widths (Figure 1b) and atomic force microscopy
(AFM; Figure 1c) using AC mode in ambient air to
measure heights (Figure 1d) and shapes (Figure 1e).
The shape ﬂuctuations of the ﬁbrils were statistically
analyzed using diﬀerent equations derived from the
worm-like chain model in order to determine the persistence length (PL). For instance, PL was calculated by means
of monitoring the mean square of the end-to-end distance R, ÆR2æ = 4PLl (1 2PL/l (1  exp(l /2PL))), over
distances l along the ﬁbril contour (see Supplementary
Methods in the Supporting Information for details). Measuring PL is essential in order to characterize the elastic
properties of the ﬁbrils because PL relates to the length
above which the thermal energy can bend the ﬁbril.
Figure 1 and Supporting Information Figures S2 and
S3 show that a broad spectrum of ﬁbril sizes and
shapes can be observed for the diﬀerent sequences
of PrP as well as the varying ﬁbrillation conditions; for
instance, FV forms mainly ﬁne ﬁlaments of heights
between 2.5 and 3.5 nm, while NT forms mature ﬁbrils
of various heights, some of which have heights up to
10 nm. Fibrils with diﬀerent cross sections have very
diﬀerent persistence lengths (Supporting Information,
Tables S3 and S4). As PrP ﬁbrils are known for their
morphological heterogeneity,30,31 it was important to
make sure that the generated ﬁbrils are homogeneous
enough so that the persistence length varies as little as
possible in a given sample. Most importantly, Figure 1
reveals that mutating PrP in only a few positions
signiﬁcantly altered the population of ﬁbrils formed,
which is reﬂected in varying cross-sectional dimensions and changes in persistence lengths of up to 175fold (range of persistence lengths: 0.06511.4 μm).
Axial Elastic Moduli Measurements. Next, we determined the bending rigidity (BR) and cross-sectional
second moment of area (I) for the fibrils in each
sample. BR was calculated from the persistence length
(BR = PL  kBT) and I by using the measured heights and
widths in a model that has ellipsoidal geometry of the
cross-section, consistent with the morphologies of the
vast majority of the fibrils, as displayed by EM images
(see Supporting Information Note S3 for further details

Figure 2. Eﬀect of proteinase K (PK) treatment on prion
nanoﬁbril morphology: (a and b) single ﬁlament sample;
(c and d) mature amyloid ﬁbril sample; (a and c) heights
distribution and AFM image in untreated ﬁbrils; (b and d)
heights distribution and AFM image in PK-treated ﬁbrils.
Experiments were performed in situ, that is, when ﬁbrils
were already adsorbed on mica (see Methods). Section
analyzes were performed and counted peak heights reported in histograms in a and c.

on why the ellipsoidal model was selected). Using this
model, we assessed the axial elastic modulus E = BR/I
of the fibrils. To consider in this calculation is that not all
of PrP23-231 is part of the fibril core. Nonaggregated
sequence parts, whether structured or unstructured,
are likely to extend outward from the fibrillar core,
forming the “hair” of the fibrils. Therefore, measured
heights may be too large and derived cross-sectional
second moments of area are likely overestimated.
In other words, the entire cross section may not
experience mechanical load.32 To shed light on this,
we treated four distinct fibril samples with proteinase
K (PK), in order to have direct estimates of the contribution of the “hair” to the height of fibrils as measured by AFM. The height of the fibrils was reduced
by 0.71.0 nm (Figure 2). Height reduction in single
filaments was not significantly different from that in
mature fibrils (Figure 2 and Supporting Information
Figure S4), suggesting that at least some part of the
“hair”, PK-inaccessible part, may be involved in holding
filaments together in mature fibrils, and as such, contributing to the mechanical stability of the whole
nanofibril.
The assessment of the eﬀect of the “hair” allowed us
to calculate the second moments of area using
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Figure 3. Axial elastic modulus of prion nanoﬁbrils. Bending rigidity (BR) versus second moment of area I was plotted
for various prion nanoﬁbrils. An ellipsoidal model was used
to calculate I for ﬁbrils after PK treatment, i.e., after correction of heights and widths for the “hair” eﬀect (see Figures 2,
and S4 and S5). Background coloring has been adapted
from Knowles et al.21 for comparison purposes. The light
blue region is representative of materials held together by
strong intermolecular forces such as covalent bonds in
metals. The dark blue band represents a range of elastic
moduli found for nonprion amyloid ﬁbrils in previous
studies.21,22 The green band represents materials that are
held together by amphiphilic interactions (see main text for
deﬁnition) and the yellow band is the region corresponding
to entropic elasticity. Data points crossed by diagonal bars
represent ﬁlament samples, whereas the others are all
mature amyloid ﬁbrils.

corrected heights and widths (Figure 3 and Supporting
Information Figure S5). Figure 3 shows BR as a function
of I for the ellipsoidal model and reveals that ﬁbrils
of all samples have moduli between 0.1 and 1.4 GPa,
which is below the range previously determined for
nonprion amyloid ﬁbrils21,22 (below the “blue” region,
for which E = 214 GPa). Indeed, many samples appear
in the “green” region, representative of a range of
intermolecular forces that correspond to amphiphilic
interactions (deﬁned as “intermolecular interactions
that are mediated by the variable side chains in the
absence of a rigid framework provided by intermolecular hydrogen bonding”21,32). This result is independent of the cross-sectional model used to calculate I
(Supporting Information Figure S5). Although a relatively low Young's modulus may be expected for nonamyloid single ﬁlaments (marked by diagonal bars in
the graph),21 the fact that we obtained the same result
for mature ﬁbrils suggests that nanoﬁbrils formed by
PrP are intrinsically more ﬂexible, i.e., less resistant to
bending, and clearly distinct from nanoﬁbrils formed
by other proteins and studied previously using the
same method.21,22
Robustness of the Approach. Next, we sought to evaluate whether fibrils had time to equilibrate on the substrate (mica) or, conversely, were kinetically trapped in
nonequilibrated conformations due to the high surface
LAMOUR ET AL.

Figure 4. Inﬂuence of surface free-energy on ﬁbril adsorption. (a) Schematics illustrating the diﬀerences in adsorption that occurs on a substrate with high surface energy (left
panel) versus a substrate with low surface energy (right
panel). The arrows exemplify the magnitude of long-range
dispersion forces arising from the substrate, acting upon
ﬁbrils located in its vicinity. (b) AFM height images obtained
in liquid tapping mode exemplifying the morphological
diﬀerences between ﬁbrils adsorbed on mica and on glass.
(c) End-to-end distance (R) and cos θ as a function of contour
length for ﬁbrils adsorbed on mica (red crosses) and glass
(blue open circles) are shown on the left. Least-square ﬁts to
diﬀerent forms of the worm-like chain model are shown as
red and black lines, respectively. Persistence lengths (PL)
derived from theses ﬁts are provided, with *PL indicating the
value obtained from ﬁtting the data using a model that
takes into account the nonequilibrated state of ﬁbril shape
ﬂuctuations (see Supporting Information, Supplementary
Methods). θ is the angle between two segments separated
by a distance l along the ﬁbril contour. The kurtosis of the θ
distribution as a function of l for ﬁbrils adsorbed on mica
(red crosses) and glass (blue open circles) is shown on the
right. Only in the case of W3A ﬁbrils adsorbed on mica, the
kurtosis determined from experimental data (blue open
circles and red crosses) is not very close to the theoretical
value of 3 (broken line) and for l values in the range of PL.

energy of the substrate, which will affect the derivation
of persistence length. To do so, we first checked the
adsorption of fibrils on glass and mica, which have
surface free-energies of different magnitudes3335
(Figure 4a,b; see also Note S4 in the Supporting
Information). If full equilibration in 2D occurs, derived
persistence lengths PL should be independent of the
substrate used, while in the case of kinetic trapping,
differences in PL should be observed due to the higher
surface free-energy of mica. Consistent with the latter,
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Figure 5. Radial elastic modulus of prion nanoﬁbrils revealed by amplitude-modulation frequency-modulation (AM-FM)
atomic force microscopy. (a) W3A ﬁbrils on top of a glass surface. The elasticity map was overlaid on the 3D topographic
representation. (Right graph) Histogram displaying moduli measured on the entire image. Heterogeneous ﬁbril compliance is
illustrated by the need of two combined Gaussians to ﬁt the data in the inset of the graph. (b) W3A ﬁbrils adsorbed on a
calibration sample containing polystyrene and low-density polyethylene (PS-LDPE; LDPE is the circular area with lower E).
Similar to (a), ﬁrst resonance phase, second resonance (SR) amplitude, and SR frequency images were overlaid on top of the
same 3D topographic representation of W3A ﬁbrils. Whereas the phase signal of the ﬁrst vibrational mode of the AFM
cantilever results from a complex combination of adhesion forces, tipsample contact stiﬀness, and energy dissipation,
monitoring the resonant frequency and amplitude of the SR allows unambiguous decoupled imaging of sample elasticity and
of tipsample dissipation. (Right graph) Histogram displaying moduli distribution for all the pixels of the image. (c) Fibrils
imaged on PS-LDPE and section analyzes on PS (left images) and on LDPE (right image), respectively.

persistence lengths derived from measurements on
the two substrates are different for all samples
(Figure 4c and Supporting Information, Figures S5
and S6) except the one with very flexible fibrils (FV2A
sample: PL ≈ 65 nm). We also checked whether the
kurtosis, i.e., the ratio of the even moments of
the distribution of the angle θ, resulted in Æθ4(l )æ2D/
Æθ2(l )æ22D = 3. For fibrils on glass, this ratio is very close
to 3 (in the range of PL), which is consistent with a
full equilibration of the fibrils in 2D.36 In contrast, we
concluded that the fibrils did not equilibrate in 2D on
mica because the kurtosis never stayed close to 3.
Therefore, the potential underestimation of persistence lengths that can occur when fibrils do not fully
equilibrate on a 2D surface (see Supporting Information, Figure S6 and Note S4) was ruled out by considering a fractional dimension of 2.5 ( 0.5 for all samples
on mica, similar to the method used by Smith et al.22
We also determined that drying of the ﬁbrils has
no inﬂuence on the analysis (Supporting Information
Figure S7). Parallel to this, it should be noted that W3A
LAMOUR ET AL.

ﬁbrils on glass present noticeable undulations (Figure 4).
However, these undulations do not jeopardize the
analysis of bending rigidities because they occur at
length scales smaller than the persistence length (see
Supporting Information Figure S7d). Such undulations
derive from the non-axisymmetric cross section of the
ﬁbrils combined with their twisting.37 Finally, we conﬁrmed the robustness of our approach (i) by measuring
the persistence length and determining the Young's
modulus of well-characterized insulin amyloid ﬁbrils,
for which we found an E ∼3.2 GPa (Supporting Information
Figure S8a-c), consistent with previous reports21,22 and (ii)
by testing our code against synthetic polymers of known
persistence lengths, generated by Monte Carlo simulations
(see Methods). Overall, these controls conﬁrm that
amyloid ﬁbrils formed by PrP have much lower rigidities than ﬁbrils formed by non-prions that had been
studied previously.21,22
Radial Moduli Measurements. To complete the description of the nanomechanical properties of PrP fibrils, we
investigated their radial modulus, in addition to the
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Figure 6. Inverse correlation between ﬁbril height and ﬁbril radial rigidity measured by AM-FM AFM. Prion nanoﬁbril samples
were imaged on a polystyrene-low density polyethylene (PS-LDPE) surface using a tip mounted on a cantilever with a spring
constant of k ≈ 2 N/m. Elastic modulus (E) maps were calibrated by setting EPS at 2.2 GPa and ELDPE at 0.2 GPa. (a)
Topographical AFM images of ﬁbrils on PS. (b) Histograms representing the distribution of heights in samples corresponding
to AFM images in (a). For each ﬁbril sample, N cross-sectional analyses of ﬁbril diameters were performed on AFM images such
as those displayed in (a) and counted. (c) Elastic modulus maps of the same ﬁbrils imaged in a (both measurements were done
simultaneously, see Methods). (d) Histograms of radial elastic moduli of ﬁbrils measured N times in N cross-sectional analyzes
using PS elastic modulus as background. Green and red arrows in (b) and (d) highlight the trend of lower radial moduli
measured by AM-FM for ﬁbrils with larger heights. (Bottom graphs) The highest L1A ﬁbrils were selected and the height and
the modulus of these ﬁbrils measured simultaneously in cross-sectional analyzes.

axial modulus discussed above. The two moduli are
expected to differ slightly because of the mechanical
anisotropy of amyloid fibrils.38,39 We used the new AFM
technique called Amplitude-Modulation FrequencyModulation (AM-FM) to determine the radial modulus.
The basic principles of AM-FM AFM are illustrated in
Supporting Information Figure S9 and explained in
the Methods section. All prion fibril samples including
single filaments displayed unexpectedly high radial
moduli (Erad) of 24 GPa when imaged on mica or
glass (Figure 5a, case of W3A fibrils). As fibrils are very
thin (a few nanometers in diameter), it is probable
that the high radial moduli recorded here is a consequence of the high moduli of the mica or glass surface
(E > 60 GPa). Due to relatively high amplitude of the
first resonance oscillations, the tip indents and therefore “sees through” the fibril. For instance, this effect
can be directly observed in Supporting Information
Figure S9, where the fibril located at top-right corner
of the image is displaying both lower height and
higher radial modulus than the two other fibrils in the
same image. Moreover, the radial modulus of glass is
LAMOUR ET AL.

estimated at ∼7 GPa in Figure 5a, which is a clear
underestimation of its real value (see Methods).
To evaluate the dependence of the recorded
moduli on the rigidity of the underlying surface, we
analyzed ﬁbrils directly adsorbed on the PS-LDPE
calibration sample, which has well-deﬁned moduli
(Figure 5b, histogram). The Erad is lower when ﬁbrils
are on PS compared to mica (Figure 5c: left image, and
Figure 6. See also Figures S10, Notes S5 and S6 in the
Supporting Information that further discuss AM-FM
technical details). However, the dependence of Erad
on ﬁbril height is still present on PS and highlighted in
Figure 6. Therefore, we performed systematic crosssectional analyzes of the highest ﬁbrils available
(subset of the L1A sample) and found a radial modulus
of 0.6 ( 0.2 GPa for ﬁbrils with a height of 8.6 ( 2.2 nm.
This value is consistent with the axial modulus of the
L1A sample (0.6 GPa) and the axial moduli of our ﬁbrils
(0.11.4 GPa). Comparisons with radial moduli that
have been measured previously for nonprion amyloid
ﬁbrils are diﬃcult because these measurements have
been done mainly on mica and range from 550 MPa,40
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CONCLUSIONS
We generated prion nanoﬁbrils displaying a broad
range of bending rigidities and demonstrated that
amyloid ﬁbrils made from mammalian prion protein
form very soft materials, especially in terms of monomers packing along the longitudinal axis of the ﬁbrils.
Their Young's modulus was found to be within
0.071.37 GPa. Consistent with these results, the axial
elastic modulus of amyloids formed by the yeast prion
protein Sup35 was recently found to be between
0.350.8 GPa.43 These moduli are lower than the
214 GPa that were determined for amyloids formed
by many other proteins that are not prions.21,22 The
highest moduli have been found for amyloid ﬁbrils
formed by short peptides.21,44 In silico studies of the
nanomechanics of ﬁbril models formed by these peptides indicate that their high moduli arise from dense
networks of backbone hydrogen bonds and “zipperlike” interactions of side chains in the core of the ﬁbril
structure.21,45,46 It is believed that for longer polypeptide chains, which form ﬁbrils with lower moduli,21 it is

METHODS
Preparation of Amyloid Fibrils. Mouse PrPC (both wild-type and
mutant) was expressed and purified by the PrioNet Prion
Protein & Plasmid Production Platform Facility and amyloid
fibrils prepared from PrPC (refer to Supporting Information for
details on expression and purification protocols). Lyophilized
prion protein was resuspended in 5 M GdnHCl at 5 μg/mL and
left to equilibrate at room temperature for 1 h. Meanwhile fresh
buffer solutions were prepared, pH-adjusted, and sterile filtered
using membranes with 0.22 μm-diameter pores. Details on
buffer compositions can be found in legend of Supporting
Information Table S1 that recapitulates all experimental conditions used to manufacture all the prion nanofibril samples used
in this study. Mixtures of buffer and protein stock solutions were
adjusted to make a total volume of 400 μL in each Eppendorf
tube. These tubes were then placed horizontally and fixed by
tape on top of a shaker plate at 37 C. To promote fibril
formation, tubes were shaken at rotation speeds and durations
as indicated in Supporting Information Table S1. After fibril
formation, a few microliters of fibril solution were diluted and
the presence of fibrils was tested by atomic force microscopy
(see below). Once checked for fibril presence, solutions were
dialyzed in 25 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 5.2) and 0.01%

LAMOUR ET AL.

more diﬃcult to ﬁnd amyloid structures that accommodate all residues in strong intermolecular interactions. Polypeptides are known to be able to adopt
diﬀerent β-strand and β-sheet arrangements in amyloid ﬁbrils4749 which in turn aﬀect their nanomechanical properties5052 and biological eﬀects.8,53 In this
context, one may speculate that the low elastic moduli
of ﬁbrils formed by mammalian prions indicate increased structural disorder and fewer strong intermolecular interactions when compared to other ﬁbrils.
More structural studies on PrP ﬁbrils29,31,5456 are
necessary to validate this hypothesis and correlate
the diﬀerent elastic moduli of mutants with structural
diﬀerences.
In any case, our ﬁndings demonstrate that prion
nanoﬁbrils are exceptional amyloids with nanomechanical properties that are unique. Indeed, prion ﬁbril
cores are not only resistant to proteases such as PK
but also less stiﬀ than other non-amyloid ﬁlaments
deprived of cross-β sheets, such as actin ﬁlaments
(Young's modulus E ∼ 1.82.6 GPa),57,58 microtubules
(E ∼ 1.2 GPa),58 or collagen ﬁbers (E ∼ 0.9 GPa).59 It
remains to be determined how the compliance of
prion ﬁbrils inﬂuences the susceptibility to fragmentation compared to other amyloids formed by nonprions. As diﬀerences in ﬁbril brittleness have been
shown to aﬀect prion propagation eﬃciency,8 one may
speculate that a low axial elastic modulus is another
deﬁning feature of eﬃciently propagating amyloids.60,61
However, more studies are required to consolidate the
link between ﬁbril nanomechanics and propagation
eﬃciency, and establish whether there exists a threshold value for the elastic modulus below which the
propagation of amyloids made of recombinant proteins
becomes as eﬃcient as that of prions derived from
infectious in vivo material.
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to a few GPa.41,42 Therefore, we measured the radial
modulus of insulin amyloid ﬁbrils on PS (Supporting
Information Figure S8e). We found that their radial
modulus is comparable to that of prion ﬁbrils, with a
radial modulus of Erad ∼1.3 GPa on PS for ﬁbrils with a
height of 2.1 ( 0.8 nm. Overall, our measurements of the
radial modulus of mammalian prion ﬁbrils indicate that
it does not diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the radial modulus
of other nonprion amyloid such as insulin ﬁbrils. This
ﬁnding contrasts the diﬀerence observed for the axial
modulus (determined using an ensemble method that
is not aﬀected by tip indentation through the sample). It
suggests that the mechanical anisotropy is higher in
insulin ﬁbrils than in prion ﬁbrils.

NaN3 (m/v) and stored at 4 C. For control experiments,
“standard” amyloid fibrils were prepared from 51-residue
insulin as described previously.21 Bovine insulin (Sigma) was
dissolved in H2O/HCl solution (pH = 2.0) at a concentration of
10 mg/mL. The tube was heated at 70 C for 24 h, left at room
temperature for 7 days, and then stored at 4 C. In control
experiments, FTIR spectra of several fibrils samples were recorded (experimental details on FTIR spectroscopy can be
found in the Supporting Information, Supplementary Methods).
AC Mode Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). Unless otherwise specified in the text, all fibril samples were analyzed on mica using an
Asylum Research (Santa Barbara, CA) Cypher AFM in tapping
(AC) mode in ambient air and AC160TS tip cantilevers from
Olympus (nominal spring constant: k = 42 N/m). For AC mode in
liquid, we used TR400PB tip cantilevers (also from Olympus;
k = 0.09 N/m). Fibril solutions were diluted in 25 mM sodium
acetate (pH 5.2) down to a concentration of ∼515 μg/mL (in
monomer-equivalent molarity, it corresponds to ∼0.20.6 μM).
Twenty microliters of this diluted solution was spotted on
freshly cleaved mica surface and left for fibrils to adsorb. After
515 min, substrates were gently rinsed at least 3 times with
ultrapure water and then left to dry under a laminar flow hood
or under moderate nitrogen stream. When glass was used as a
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mode was adjusted to keep the phase at 90, on resonance.
After the cantilever was calibrated using samples of known
modulus, the tip was retracted and the calibration sample was
removed, to be replaced by the sample of interest. When the
tip-to-surface approach was completed, both resonances were
tuned again and no other parameters (such as scanning speed
or drive amplitude) changed until the sample was imaged. The
drive set point of ﬁrst normal mode was 700800 mV, and that
of the higher mode was 2050 mV. A low ratio A1/A0 ensured
optimal tracking of the surface topography, which is critical to
obtain proper results in AM-FM AFM. We note that the measurable positive shift in frequency in an AM-FM AFM experiment is
limited. Therefore, experimental samples that are much stiﬀer
than the calibration sample will look softer than they really
are. Indeed, mica as well as glass (E > 60 GPa) typically appear to
have elastic moduli of ∼47 GPa in such an AM-FM AFM
experiment. We obtained the same values (∼47 GPa) for
another sample made of Highly-Ordered Pyrolytic Graphite
(HOPG, Bruker, E ≈ 18 GPa). Therefore, we hypothesize that
any sample that has an elastic modulus over 7 GPa will appear to
have a modulus of 47 GPa under the same calibration conditions that we used here.
For the determination of the elastic modulus of a sample,
the user can choose between: (i) plotting the histogram of the
distribution of the moduli recorded for all pixels of the image
(see Figure 5a,b), or (ii) performing section analyzes that focus
on precise locations in the image (see Figure 5c). When the
distributions of the moduli measured for the substrate and
ﬁbril peak at clearly distinct values (see Figure 5a), the ﬁrst
method can be used although for small objects, like ﬁbrils, very
precise measurement can hardly be obtained. Indeed, it is more
appropriate to use the second method, because the ﬁbril's
modulus is measured best at the highest point of the ﬁbril,
where substrate inﬂuence is minimized. Therefore, all radial
moduli measurements in this study (excepting those on glass or
mica) were obtained by measuring the moduli from cross
sections performed at diﬀerent points of several ﬁbrils in several
images. The values collected were then plotted as distributions
of moduli in histograms (as in Figure 6).
Transmission Electron Microscopy. Fibril samples were adsorbed
to glow discharged carbon-coated copper grids and stained
with uranyl formate as previously described.66 Specimens were
examined using a Tecnai Spirit transmission electron microscope (FEI) equipped with a LaB6 filament and operated at an
accelerating voltage of 120 kV. Images used for analysis were
acquired at a nominal magnification of 49 000 on a 4K  4K
Eagle charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (FEI). Fibril samples
FV1A, FV2A, FV3A, FV3B, W1B, W3A, and W3B were imaged
within 5 weeks after they were prepared. NT1B, NT3B, and L1B
were imaged about 6 months after. NT1A, NT3A, L1A, and W1A
were imaged about 9 months after. W1B and W3C were imaged
about 12 months after. FV3B was imaged 18 months after. In the
latter case, it is very interesting to note that, after such prolonged period of storage, single filaments that constitute the
bulk of this particular sample were stable enough not to undergo
spontaneous aggregation in more mature forms of fibrils.
Statistical Analysis of Fibril Shape Fluctuations. Persistence
lengths (PL) of the fibrils were determined using different
expressions derived from the worm-like chain (WLC) model
for semiflexible polymers that undergo thermal bending. In
short, using AFM heightmaps we fitted the contour of fibrils to
parametric splines. These were then used to calculate, over
distances l along the fibril contour and as a function of l ,
the mean-square end-to-end-distance ÆR2æ, the decay of tangent
tangent correlations Æcos θæ, where θ is the angle between two
segments of the fibril spline separated by l , and the mean square
deviations Æδ2æ from the midpoint of a secant joining two knots of
the fibril spline. Importantly, we used measures describing polymer shape fluctuations in 2 dimensions for samples on glass only,
and the midpoint between 2D and 3D fluctuations for samples
on mica (as in Smith et al.22), in order not to underestimate PL.
Axial elastic moduli E were obtained by using E = PLkB.T/I, where
T is the room temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and I is
the cross-sectional second moment of area of the fibrils. I was
calculated from fibril height and width, respectively, obtained
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substrate, it was cleaned with piranha solution prior to fibril
seeding [piranha solution is 3:1 (v/v) concentrated sulphuric
acid/30% hydrogen peroxide (Caution! Piranha solution is extremely explosive in presence of organic compounds; gloves,
goggles, and a face shield should be worn)], then thoroughly
rinsed with ultrapure water and dried under a nitrogen stream.
Glass coverslips were purchased from Ted Pella, Inc. In AFM
experiments performed in liquid, the same seeding protocol as
above was used, except that the substrates were not allowed to
dry after water rinsing but instead covered by 100150 μL
solution of 25 mM sodium acetate (pH 5.2).
For each sample, 43253 ﬁbrils were imaged (see Supporting Information Table S3). Scanning speeds of 36 Hz were
used to collect images of 2561024  2561024 pixels in
standard AC mode with a scanning area of 0.55.0 μm 
0.55.0 μm. As the AFM tip convolution eﬀect (that decreases
lateral resolution but does not aﬀect measured heights) is not
critical in our experiments, we used the same tip to collect
a large number of images (N = 2080). Piezoelectric Z-tube was
driven to shake at a frequency slightly below the resonant
frequency of the cantilever to favor imaging in repulsive mode,
characterized by a phase lower than 90 (see Supporting
Information Figure S7). The free air oscillation amplitude (A0)
was set at 11.2 V and the drive set point (A1) at 700800 mV. In
liquid, A0 was often increased up to 45 V and the drive set
point was decreased down to 300400 mV to ensure imaging in
repulsive mode. Keeping repulsive tipsample interactions
insures good surface tracking, stabilizing feedback operation
by the AFM controller. Furthermore, it guarantees that height
measurements are not overestimated, which is particularly
important in our experiments. We checked that Z measurements were correctly calibrated using calibration grade (from
Asylum Research) displaying steps of 200 nm. All ﬁbril samples
displayed in Figure 1 and Supporting Information Figures S2
and S3 were imaged within a few weeks after being prepared. In
all images, the background topographical data corresponding
to mica surface was ﬂattened using the AFM software.
AM-FM AFM. Amplitude Modulation-Frequency Modulation
(AM-FM) AFM is a recent technology developed at Asylum
Research. Although different in essence than techniques such
as pulsed force microscopy (PFM)62 or peak force quantitative
nanomechanical (QNM) AFM,41,42 where the feedback is based
on maximum force load, it also allows quantitative mapping of
sample elasticity, at the relatively high scanning speed of
conventional AC mode. AM-FM AFM is based on simultaneous
monitoring of two distinct normal modes of vibration of the
cantilever. Briefly, the first resonance is monitored as in standard tapping mode (also called AM or AC), returning sample
topography through feedback on the first-resonance amplitude. Meanwhile the cantilever is driven to oscillate at a second
resonance (SR), the frequency of which will be tracked by the
controller. Simply put, a stiffer sample will shift the oscillation of
that higher normal mode to a higher resonant frequency.6365
Hence, a quantitative elasticity map can be obtained together
with dissipation map (acquired by monitoring the SR amplitude)
that is related to the loss modulus of the sample (see Figure 5b). A
great advantage of the technique is that no complex model of
tipsample contact mechanics, which would normally require
assumptions on tip shape and size, is required. In fact, tip shape
and size can be derived out of the equations, provided the
experimentalist calibrates tipsample interactions appropriately
using samples with known elastic moduli (see Supplementary
Methods for details).
In this study, AM-FM AFM was used to estimate the radial
elastic modulus of prion nanoﬁbrils. In experiments, we used
AC160TS (k = 40 N/m) and AC240TS (k = 2 N/m) tip cantilevers
(Olympus). The tip was brought in contact with the sample, and
the drive frequency was carefully adjusted to the resonant
frequency (f) of the ﬁrst normal mode of vibration of the
cantilever, with the free air amplitude A0 = 2 V when using
AC160TS (f1 ≈ 300 kHz), and A0 = 45 V using AC240TS
(f1 ≈ 70 kHz). Meanwhile, the cantilever was driven at a second
resonance, characterized by higher frequency, corresponding
to the second normal mode for AC160TS (f2 ≈ 1.8 MHz) or to the
third normal mode for AC240TS (f2 ≈ 1.2 MHz). The second
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treated with proteinase K (PK, from Sigma-Aldrich): FV1A, FV3A,
W3A, and L1A. PK stock solution of 1 mg/mL in water was
prepared. Fibril samples were adsorbed on mica surfaces as
described above. After rinsing with ultrapure water, 60 μL of a
solution of 16 μg/mL PK in 25 mM sodium acetate (pH 5.2) was
dropped on the sample surfaces before they had started to dry.
Control samples were immersed in 60 μL of PK-free buffer. All
samples were left in an incubator at 37 C for 2.5 h. Then,
samples were rinsed with water and gently dried under N2 flux
prior to AFM imaging. In control experiments, fibrils were
treated in solution prior to adsorption on mica, but in this case,
PK concentration had to be dramatically reduced (down to
0.4 μg/mL, corresponding to a mass ratio of approximately 1:50,
as in Lee et al.31) to be able to image some of the nanofibrils
(FV1A, FV3A, and L1A, but not W3A), that is, when they
displayed a relatively even surface distribution. No fibrils could
be suitably adsorbed and, thence, observed by AFM after
immersion of samples in the same solution was prolonged
overnight, suggesting that PK activity triggered fibril aggregation, even at such low concentration.
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